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Outline of the talk

1. Introducing chiral imbalance

2. Effective meson theory in chiral imbalanced hadron medium

3. QCD inspired effective meson lagrangian (SU(2) case)

4. Extended chiral lagrangian in the chiral imbalance background

5. Status of couplings of Gasser-Leutwyler lagrangian of order p^4

6. Comparison of predictions for chiral imbalance corrections  
from the sigma model and chiral lagrangian in the leading order



Chiral imbalance

Induced chiral Imbalance



Or of  less size!?  (K.Fukushima, private communication)
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Hadronization:
Hadron vacuum with chiral imbalance 
inherited from quark vacuum

< 1 fm/c 1 fm/c < 7-10 fm/c

Sizeable chiral imbalance

Quark-hadron continuity during hadronization
through crossover ( Fukushima et al)



A.A., V,A.Andrianov, D.Espriu, X.Planells, Phys.Lett. B 710 (2012) 230

Topological vs. Chiral chemical potentials



CME disappears in central collisions
but chiral imbalance NOT!
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A.A., V,A.Andrianov, D.Espriu, X.Planells, Phys.Lett. B 710 (2012) 230

Topological vs.Chiral chemical potentials





Chiral chemical
potential
= time-component

of axial field

QCD inspired effective meson lagrangian (SU(2) case)
current quark mass

pions

scalar mesons (isosingles + isotriplets)
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SU(2) effective
Lagrangian
this talk

NJL model
V.Braguta, A.Kotov.
PRD, 93,105025(2016)

SU(2) QCD
V.Braguta et al
JHEP 06 (2015) 094)

In the above model quark condensate is governed by the decay constant v



Masses with chiral imbalance

When < 0

“tachyon” in flight

but  no instability!



Mass spectrum in chiral  imbalanced medium



Extended chiral lagrangian in the chiral imbalance background

External e.m.charges breaking isospin symmetry (R.Urech)

J.Gasser, H. Leutwyler



One loop renlormalization of chiral lagrangian of G-L



Nuclear Physics B 603 (2001) 125–179G. Colangelo, J. Gasser, H. Leutwyler

From resonance saturation

Aoki S. et al FLAG working group arXiv:1607.00299 [hep-lat]
give      similar results for  

Fits of constants

G.~Ecker, J.~Gasser, A.~Pich and E.~de Rafael,
Nucl.\ Phys.\ B {\bf 321}, 311 (1989).



Chiral imbalance contribution:
leading order in chiral chemical potential

Comparison of the ChPT and sigma model 
In the rest frame of pion

whereas in the sigma model with chiral chemical potential 

Numericaly they have the same sign but differ in magnitude



J.Gasser, H. Leutwyler

One loop renlormalization of chiral lagrangian



Nuclear Physics B 603 (2001) 125–179
G. Colangelo, J. Gasser, H. Leutwyler

From resonance saturation



FLAG Working Group arXiv:1607.00299
lattice results concerning low-energy particle physics



M. Kawaguchi, M. Harada, S. Matsuzaki, R. Ouyang ,   PHYS. REV. C 95, 065204 (2017)



M. Kawaguchi, M. Harada, S. Matsuzaki, R. Ouyang ,   PHYS. REV. C 95, 065204 (2017)

Our prediction:
Scalar resonance
enhancement!





Conclusions and outlook                     

1. Topological charge fluctuations transmit their influence from QGP 
to hadron physics via chiral chemical potential:   in this way local 
parity breaking (LPB) occurs in hadron sector

2.  LPB  enhances dynamical chiral symmetry breaking in QCD:
chiral condensates are increasing with chiral chemical potential

3.   The constants of Chiral Perturbation Theory may enhance 
predictivity of low-energy pion dynamics in the chiral imbalanced 
medium, but precision is not satisfactory.
There are perspectives to include two-loop and e.m. corrections 

4.   LPB modifies dispersion laws for scalar and vector mesons:
lightest “pseudoscalar” mesons tend to massless states in flight, 
vector meson polarizations split with different in-flight masses
There exist observables unambiguously indicating LPB
(STAR, ALICE LHC?): 
suppression of charged pion decays into leptons,
exotic scalar/pseudoscalar meson decays,
asymmetry in pion polarizabilities, 
mass splitting of vector mesons and  quarks/nucleons etc.





Effective meson theory in a medium with LPB



More details in 
A.A., V.A. Andrianov’s, D. Espriu and X.Planells, Phys. Lett. B 684 (2010) 101;  
B 710 (2012) 230,…



Unfortunately the splitting is strongly contaminated by thermal effects



D.Kharzeev, L.McLerran, K.Fukushima, H.Warringa,…

Chiral magnetic  effect





Nuclear Physics B 519 (1998) 329-360,      Marc Knecht, Res Urech

Extended chiral lagrangian with virtual photon loops






